
 

4TH LIBERA YOUTH MEETING
People have the power!

24-29 July 2013
Marsala (TP), Sicily

The Libera youth meeting is a well established summer camp, with a large participation of 
young people coming from all around Italy. 
This year, it’s a pleasure to announce the possibility to participate to the camp for young 
people coming from all European Countries. 
The initiative, titled “Ole – People Have the Power”, will host meetings and seminars 
scheduled by the project  of the European Commission “Tackling Illegal Economy”, an 
international project aimed at developing knowledge and tools for the fight to organised crime, 
improving  networking  between  civil  society  and  institutions,  as  well  as  promoting  best 
practices on confiscation and recovery of the proceeds of crime. 

WHY PARTECIPATING  :    Participating to the camp represents a unique occasion
to enjoy educational and cultural activities focused on fight and prevention of organized crime 
trough seminars, lessons, and exchange of contents. Furthermore, the camp is a meaningful 
occasion for young people to meet experts and international associations and meet themselves, 
to acquire knowledge on local and global scenarios and share best practices to report in their 
home countries.

MAIN THEMES: “People  Have  the  Power” meeting  will  investigate  the  role  of  civil 
society and participation, together with the improvement of networks and relations among 
society and institutions,  as powerful tools to fight mafias. Among others, relevant session 
topics will be:  organized crime; mafia and politics; confiscation and recovery of criminal 
assets; EU legal framework and policies; analysis and investigations of practices and strategies 
for the fight against mafias. 

WHEN: The meeting will start during the afternoon of July 24th and will end on July the 
29th. 

WHERE: The meeting will take place in Villa Genna, Marsala, in Contrada Spagnola.

HOW TO ARRIVE: The city and the camp are quite close to the Trapani-Birgi Airport. A 
shuttle-bus service will be provided to join the camp.



COSTS: The  participation to  the  whole  camp  costs  70€.  The  cost  comprehends  all  the 
camping services, restoration (since the dinner of July 24th up to the breakfast of Juy 29th), 
gadget and materials for the activities. For whom who cannot participate to the whole camp, 
the cost of the participation is calculated deducting 10€ for each day with respect to the total 
cost of the camp (e.g. for participating since the 25th to the 29th the cost will be 60€). All 
travel costs are in charge of participants. Each participant should bring his own tent.  

INSCRIPTION: To participating send an email to  tie@libera.it  containing your full name, 
nationality and email address not later then the 15 th of July.
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